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ABSTRACT
General education is not a merely portable decoration in university. In recent curriculum of
general education, it has collectively played significant role in determining student’s suc-
cess, achievement, retention and graduation. This research, then, aimed to know how far
the implementation of MKDU (General education) policy in university, particularly in
UMY. Technically, the research method employed in this research was descriptive-qualita-
tive method, using data collection technique by in-depth interview, observation, and docu-
mentation. As a result, the findings of this research demonstrate that MKDU policy in
UMY was as follows: (1) MKDU was under coordination of Vice Rector of Academic
Affairs; (2) MKDU implementation was the responsibility of Head of Study Program
respectively; (3) Credit of MKDU was regulated by Rector through Vice Rector of Aca-
demic Affairs; (4) Majority of MKDU lecturers was in accordance with their field; (5)
MKDU development was performed via regular workshop in university; (6) Besides special
courses, values of MKDU were taught in each subject course by sciences integrity.
Keywords: reconstruction, policy, MKDU (General Education)

INTRODUCTION
Typically, academic field commonly admits that general education is an

educational concept originally derived from severe university professionalism
since the Industrial Revolution. While, epistemologically, the concept comes
subsequently from the old Greek of liberal education [1]. A general educa-
tion, indisputably, has inserted new content into goals of liberal education.

Initially, the concept of “general education” was proposed in the beginning
of the 19th Century by an American scholar, AS Packard, and later, it was
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developed and reformulated through “free choice” by CW Eliot, “concentra-
tion and distribution” by AL Lowell [2].

Since the 20th Century, various scholars have attempted to clarify the
concept of general education, but there is no concept attracting more inten-
tion than general education does, and there is no concept that can elevate
interpretations as many as general education does [3]. Thus, any attempt to

identify general education seemingly becomes a tiresome duty. If we analyze
from epistemological view, general education is derived from Latin “stadium
generale”, studying with people coming from all places [4]. In this case, the
word “general” within the term of general education is not understood as
“accustomed, order,” but “for all” in Latin’s sense. It means that he/she has
democratic feeling, “for all people” than elite education, aimed for exclusive
group. It seems, then, that the first interpretation of general education is the
broad target of education.

Nonetheless, general education arises to revise any shortage of specializa-
tion based-professional education, but there is differed perception related to
relationship of both. Following three representative points are: (1) general
education and specialization based-education are parallel concepts, (2) spe-

cialization based-education is a concept above of general education, and (3)
specialization based-education is a concept below general education [5]. Those
three perspectives represent different point of view. In general, the first ob-
tains easier reception from people, since it is deliberately in accordance with
awakening of general education. Secondly, it is popular in education prac-
tice, taking general education as a delusive specialization based-education
version. Obviously speaking, it misinterprets reality and results on difficulty of
general education to accept sufficient stressing, and, even, dissolves into
immateriality. The third is an ideal assessment since university goes toward
modernity to seize pure knowledge, and professionalism will remain becom-
ing a main theme of contemporary university.

Practically, in education case, it is useless to underestimate or exaggerate
function of general education, and we should consider specialization based-
education and general education as organic organism, as important as and
an integral part to achieve objectives of education. This fact shows that gen-
eral education is not a portable decoration in university, since, no matter how
fast human develops, they necessarily muse human’s root, substantially ob-
jective of general education. A Taiwanese scholar, Huang Junjie, argued that
“What is considered as general education is a type of education building
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someone’s subjectivity, solving self-liberation, and establishing interdepen-
dent relationship between humanistic and natural environment of human
existence [6] and a type of education supplementing “human awakening”
[1]. Therefore, purpose of general education is to make students build their
completely liberal quality, and facilitate their self-liberation and freedom. In
short, general education is an educational process to liberate human wisdom

and avoid narrow view, ability, and knowledge. The second interpretation of
general education, thus, is to liberate individual wisdom and achieve spiritual
freedom.

As general education is aimed to “develop actively participating citizen or
people in social activity and have social responsibility” developed compre-
hensively,” and “establish social governance”, which its contents demand
following issues: (1) not only consider concept of universal value given, but
also actual condition of state or territory; (2) not only demand wisdom en-
lightenment in theoretical class, but also manage certain activity class to
obtain profound experience; (3) not only stress on humanistic value of educa-
tion, but also consider sciences; and (4) not only design some basic subject
courses, but also develop some developing subject courses, freely chosen by

students. It means that comprehensive design of general education content
must entail four principles, combining universality and locality, theory and
practice, humanities and sciences, and basic and development. In doing so,
the third interpretation of general education is an equilibrium of education
content.

Those third interpretations of general education, such as a broad target of
education, liberating education purpose, and equilibrium of education con-
tent, periodically turn as basic consensus on general education. Hence, it
becomes collectively stepping stone of our analysis against practice of gen-
eral education. Recent curriculum of general education, collectively, has played
significant role in determining students’ success, satisfaction, retention, and

graduation. Such curriculum includes basic subject courses of general educa-
tion, namely Bahasa, history, arts, humanity, mathematics, foreign language,
social sciences, physics along with laboratory component. Special subject
courses, such as development/refining program, diversity or multicultural,
and carrier and academical subject courses are significant component, indi-
vidually or collectively, from general education for requirement of graduation
in some universities. As referred to Laws Number 12 of 2012 on Higher
Education, an education having ability to develop sciences and technology
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and producing a civilized, creative, tolerant, democratic, heroic intellectual,
scientist, and/or professional in defending truth for national interest is neces-
sary. In Article 35 section 2, curriculum of higher education is a guideline of
learning implementation to achieve the goal of university, mandatorily con-
taining following subject courses: a. Religion; b. Pancasila; c. Civic; and d.
Bahasa, performed through curricular, cocurricular and extracurricular activity.

RESEARCH METHOD
This research having been conducted by employing descriptive-qualitative

method. Qualitative approach was employed since the researcher would like
to observe naturally how the process of policy decision-making on MKDU
(General education) in university. Muhammadiyah University of Yogyakarta
was research site with research’s subjects comprising of stakeholders, such as
rector, vice rector, dean, vice dean, head of study program, lecturer, and
students, previously having been decided purposively. Data collection tech-
nique was done by in-depth interview, observation, and documentation. Af-
ter the data were collected, analysis using Miles & Huberman model [7] was
utilized, under the following procedures: (1) data collection; (2) data reduc-

tion; (3) data displaying; (4) verification/conclusion drawing.

DISCUSSION
According to Academic Business Process and Quality Point of Curriculum

and Learning Process in the Study Program of PAI in UMY, the implementa-
tion of Competence based-Curriculum (KBK) had been conducted since 2013.
In 2015, there was curriculum adjustment pursuant to KKNI and National
Standard of Higher Education (SNPT), turning into Higher Education Curricu-
lum (KPT) focused to optimize development of learning process and informa-
tion system through strengthening learning outcome and graduates competi-
tiveness, consisting of improvement on practical skills and soft skills quality

and learning effectiveness utilizing Student Centered Learning (SCL) model
and drafting efficiency of final assignment. Hopefully, graduates of the Study
Program of PAI, demonstrated in profile of graduates, had competitiveness in
work field.

Review materials were taken (sourced) from discipline of the study pro-
gram. While, determining review materials was by deciding discipline cluster
based on main, supporting, identifier and others related to learning outcome
in the Study Program of PAI, based on sciences, technology, and arts. The
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calculation phases were as follows: (1) determining courses’ load by stipulat-
ing materials’ coverage and depth of each learning outcome and review
materials of each courses based on Bloom’s taxonomy; (2) deciding courses’
credit by a mean of dividing courses’ load with total of loads of all courses
and multiplied by total of credits compulsory achieved within one learning
cycle in the study program.

Expertise
and Discipline Review

Public and
“Stake Holder” Needs

Information inventory step and data
collection, involving Association, stake
holder, University, or Study Program

Students Learning Plan

Forming Subject Course
and Credits (SKS)

Constructing Curriculum
Structure

Selection & Credit of Review Materials

Critical part where the role of graduates is
determined and adjusted with the level

referring to KKNI and SNDIkti

Considering Coverage and Depth of material
mastery

Referring to SNDIkti for Credit (SKS) and a
series/sequence of review mastery

Selecting a precise strategy and describing
graduation indicators

LEARNING OUTCOME (CP)

PROFILE OF GRADUATES

Figure 1. Scheme of Credit Stipulation (as cited from document of Curricu-
lum of Study Program of PAI, UMY)

Basic subject courses, or commonly known as MKDU (General Educa-
tion) are compulsory taken by students studying in either Undergraduate or
Diploma level. Having self-autonomy in designing its curriculum, university
can still add other MKDUs to refine learning outcome and desired character
building. Muhammadiyah University of Yogyakarta (UMY) implementing Four

Principles of Higher Education had also added its MKDU within curriculum
structure of university, comprising of English, Entrepreneurship, and
Muhammadiyah.

Provisions of MKDU in UMY were as follows: (1) MKDU was under Vice
Rector of Academic Affairs; (2) Implementation of MKDU became respon-
sible of Head of Study Program, respectively; (3) Credits of MKDU were regu-
lated by Vice Rector of Academic Affairs on behalf of Rector; (4) Majority of
MKDU lecturers was in accordance with their expertise; (5) Development of
MKDU was performed through regular workshop in university; (6) Aside of
special subject courses, MKDU’s values were taught in every subject course
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by discipline integration (the result of document analysis).

Discussion
The main curriculum of university assumes that the first two years of

study is optimal time for personal development significantly, based on his-
torical and scientific knowledge in order to investigate various patterns and
values of culture and develop critical thinking and effective communication.
Higher education has additional reasons to require taking main course of
general education. First, some students have perhaps found a hidden passion
on certain major as the result of requirement on taking general education
course [8]. After enjoying such class, students may find themselves undergo-
ing lecturing or taking unsuitable major in academic field as they have not
considered yet [3]. Second, compulsory subject course ensures that each
graduate of university has a series of equally basic tools desired by graduates

acquittanced with analytical skills and strong sense of writing and basic knowl-
edge of modern society globally [8].

Figure 2. Diagram of general education and main subject courses taking [1].

Curriculum of General Education
Recently, many undergraduate students in universities must complete about

10 up to 20 credits (SKS) as requirements of main subject course. These
credits, minimally 10 up to 20 credits (SKS) can be taken in every under-
graduate program, where any students satisfy requirements for registration
under guideline stipulated by academic unit of university or department. The
basic subject course can broaden students’ knowledge and skills outside of
their major; such knowledge and skills can be useful in the future [9]. Typi-
cally, curriculum of general education minimally comprises of four up to six
courses (divided into six semesters), comprising of Bahasa, religion, history,
humanity, mathematics, foreign language, social sciences, and physics agama
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along with laboratory component.
For subject course of Bahasa and English, it is compulsory to be taken

orderly from similar study program [6]. Curriculum of general education,
collectively, has around 10-20% of Credits (SKS) taken by students before
graduation. The subject course of general education is scheduled in the after-
noon, evening, weekend, and online as distanced learning program [10].

Special Program (Upgrading)
Many universities also offer special program (supplement) with a series of

advanced subject courses to challenge talented students, particularly in the
curriculum of general education. Beside taking basic subject courses, stu-
dents have also completed a series of supplementary academic standards.
Consequently, such subject courses can be officially accepted as special pro-

gram; minimal credit unit and other administrative requirements must be
compulsory to pass from this supplementary program (Lei, personal observa-
tion). Any student participating in special program can obtain substantial
achievement of self-interpersonal, self-intellectuality, and artistic interest (Astin,
1999). They involving in special program are incliningly more survive in uni-
versity and expect to graduate soon and achieve professional degree (Astin,
1999). Therefore, special participation has positive correlation with students’
satisfaction, retention, and relation of students and faculty (Astin, 1999).

Education Implication
The recent curriculum of general education in Indonesia usually consists

of 10 up to 20% from undergraduate curriculum of students. Many students,
averagely, take 2 up to 4 semesters, including “interim” semester, to com-
plete all subject courses of general education (Lei, personal observation).
Students in general are not required to take remedial, supplementary, and
carrier courses. However, academic success and multicultural courses or equally
have been added as part of general education curriculum in the last few
decades. While adding two required courses, any institution can 1) replace

existing two basic subject courses with academic success and multicultural
subject courses; 2) substitute existing one basic subject course while supple-
menting academic success and multicultural subject courses; or 3) sufficiently
add two new subject courses as part of graduation requirement (Lei, personal
observation). Unfortunately, all students enjoy to take these courses, rela-
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tively two subject courses.

Academic success or equal subject courses
In some universities, lecturers sometimes underestimate students’ person-

alized learning skills, since they usually generalize that students have higher
motivation and self-discipline every time [1]. Students’ personalized learning
skills is significantly successful recipe of any student resulting a relatively
higher retention and graduation of students in university. In doing so,
multicultural subject courses have been implemented to solve campus diver-
sity and work filed, particularly in this contemporary society. Diversity can be
seen publicly along with massive development of computer and technology
where companies recruit and maintain high-qualified employees globally in
order to maximize human resources and profit. Nowadays, company has
ordered its employee to work on various projects under a work team and

members of this work team will be appreciated by others based on his/her
expertise and skills in English. Therefore, students need to know how to work
in a team, how mode of communication develops, how to work cohesively
with any individual from different background of culture and language in
order to be implemented in work place in future.

In detail, there are some main factors contributing against students’ re-
tention and satisfaction in university [11]. Partially, curriculum of general
education determines students’ retention, satisfaction, and success in institu-
tion. Students’ satisfaction contributes against motivation, motivation is pre-
dicting factor of students’ success [12]. The curriculum structure of general
education, such as a series of program and total of parallel programs, seems

important to motivate students to study regularly [3]. Perhaps, students feel
bored and demotivated to study regularly if two or more subject courses have
highly similar content, mainly as similar instructors use similar teaching and
assessing of such subject courses [13]. Clearly, students’ satisfaction and
retention is two key variables in determining students’ success or failure,
subject course, curriculum/program, and university [14]. In short, adminis-
trator of university, faculty, and students should satisfy their responsibility
respectively; they must also cooperate jointly to produce a directed and healthy
academic community in the national level.

Improving Strategies on “Selling Power” of General Educa-
tion
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It is easily to find contradiction and issues arising from general education
within contemporary universities. In one side, the importance of general edu-
cation has been continuously affirmed in the goal of education, and, on the
other hand, general education has been sustainably weakened and ignored
practically [5]. Basic subject course has significant role in general education,
particularly “four courses” (Religion, Pancasila, Civic, and Bahasa) having

dominant status, but the result of these courses is non-ideal and produces
certain restriction effects for other subject courses.

Based on the fact, it is difficult for subject courses under General Educa-
tion to stimulate students’ interest in studying and they cannot fulfill stu-
dents’ practical necessity, so it forms common phenomenon “missing sub-
ject course required selectively and missing all options”. Here, it seems that
design of subject of general education in university has a shortage. There is
easily changing of review mechanism on subject courses and students can
change from subject course of general education to other subject courses in
order to “seize credits.” Many universities stipulate remedial test or decide
regulation for students who are failed in optional subject course to repeat
such subject courses, and students only complete required credits for gradu-

ation. Both policies create a status gap between both subject courses and
result on students having concept of “level of subject course”-basic subject
source required is the most important, general program required is the next,
and option is the most minimal or insignificant. People can easily forecast the
fate of optional subject courses. Henceforth, it demonstrates that free choice
is the biggest risk model in the practice of general education since general
education can be ignored simply.

Coping with “Knowledge Centered” Trend in General
Education
To satisfy the goal of general education, many universities has selected,

optimized, and determined which subject course of general education can be
basic subject course, which is the most requested and chosen, and which

credit must be managed. In example, Study Program of PAI in Muhammadiyah
University of Yogyakarta combined compulsory and optional subject course.
There was nothing wrong with those courses, but it was better to think a
trend of “knowledge centered” or “discipline centered”, shadowing behind
[3]. We must show that “knowledge” in “general education” cannot demon-
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strate “knowledge” in all disciplines, but it forms “a wide-range insights and
outstanding knowledge” and “knowledge wisdom”.

We should present that general education is an education concept estab-
lished under rationalism guidance, stressing on training through rational mode
of thinking, and necessary creating liberated people. In disparity, we usually
take general education to collect knowledge. Therefore, Committee of Harvard

displayed that “If we consider general education as one-by-one class, it is
ashamed” [15], since one subject course cannot automatically form a whole
and, thus, it cannot reach the goal of analytical thinking. Such subject courses
are easily separated from individual reality and it cannot attract students’
interest in order to achieve any success. Also, they can assist popularity of
sustainable teaching method as “feeding a duck”, obviously contradicted
with initial intention of general education. As consequence, there are many
universities in Indonesia trying to break purely knowledge centered-education
model, establishing in-house institution and higher education, and utilizing
life experience to practice general education and breaking the absence of life
education in the “first grade class”.

Integrating Local Culture in General Education
As general education stresses on universal content, it also should consider

the importance of local knowledge. Local knowledge is often abundant with
wisdom and morality. In line with Americanization of higher education in
recent decade, it is highly important to stress on traditionally cultural re-
sources, being identifier. The question on how to insert this traditionally cul-

tural resources into general education has become a main issue for higher
education in Indonesia. Traditional education of Indonesia has broad cover-
age and profound insights, so the biggest challenge is which culture will be
inserted into general education. An outstanding and well-known German
sociologist, Max Weber, had ever compared Confucianism and Protestant
ethics and concluded that “conservative and introvert nature of Confucian-
ism delays China modernization” [16]. One of example and comparator is
China, having Confucianism as the mainstream traditional culture, and it
shows that inserting classical culture of Confucianism into their general edu-
cation should exclude their conservative component, if not it will be useless
to advance China modernization. Similarly, some scholars have demonstrated
that, “It is not too realistic to employ agricultural civilization to order the

industrial one, to utilize philosophy not having democratic view in the mod-
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ern term in order to accelerate political democracy, or to use thinking system
underestimating the usage of ‘science and commercial practice to promote
modernization and post-modernization” [17].

Subject of Knowledge Integrity in General Education
This study reveals that teaching of specifically main subject course can

facilitate students to achieve interdisciplinary synthesis of knowledge on gen-
eral education. This kind of synthesis is, indeed, a dimension of curriculum
integrity. Many experts have heatedly debated on subject of curriculum integ-
rity. Fang (2018) believed that subject of curriculum integrity minimally had
to cover students. However, other experts alleged that students could not
integrated knowledge previously having been integrated by educator, so that
curriculum integration was established by educator when designing curricu-

lum  [8]. Meng & Huang (2018) argued, then, that students could not be
subject of knowledge integration. He further cited Jonathan Smith, a former
rector of Liberal Arts College in University of Chicago, stating, “Students will
not individually be expected to integrate anything where faculty cannot or
will not conduct” [13]. Mostly, many experts agree upon a view that educa-
tor minimally has to be subject of knowledge integration. Zhong Qiquan, for
instance, believed that both educators and students had to be integrated
subject course [8]. This research’s finding demonstrates that students play
significant role in knowledge integration of general education. Whereas any
educator of basic subject course is involved outside of his/her field, their
profound and wide-range interdisciplinary knowledge may inspire students’

thinking and broaden their knowledge, and it can be facility function in syn-
thesis of knowledge.

Viewing situation for students coming from different major, instructor of
basic subject course in Muhammadiyah University of Yogyakarta can, then,
inspire students’ interdisciplinary thinking and, at least, presents that knowl-
edge integration of instructor is a pivotal circumstance in the curriculum
integration. Besides, instructor of general education can absorb curriculum
design, lecturing method, and two-ways interaction of lecturer and students
with the concept of general education is another condition required for cur-
riculum integration, and, in this study, design of subject course should ac-
tively facilitate synthesis of knowledge of students’ interdisciplinary knowl-
edge.

The final basic of curriculum integration is still part of students, so that
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they must consciously view from perspectives of various disciplines, or multi-
disciplines. By integrating past knowledge and experience with recent issues,
students can produce new issue and knowledge, which can be a source of
innovation. This analysis postulates that it is hard to determine which seg-
ment of synthesis of interdisciplinary knowledge takes place in a real teaching
environment. We should consider curriculum integration as a comprehensive

process of mutual interaction between educator and students, a site of two-
ways exchange and meaning construction of human’s experience and knowl-
edge, and reducing any dispute on subject of curriculum integration.

Subject course of General Education Practices
Should general education start from either macro level by reforming edu-

cational institution and model or meso level by changing school and depart-

ment organization, or macro level by constructing curriculum of general edu-
cation? By observing situation in Muhammadiyah University of Yogyakarta,
management may focus on strengthening construction of general education
and main curriculum, and it can periodically turn from micro to macro scope
of view. It is an effective method to establish purpose of general education. In
the level of general education curriculum, it necessary requires to firm rela-
tions between subject courses and certain regulations on various types of
subject course on general education that can be taken by students from vari-
ously different programs and years. Further, design of instructional subject
course must consider different background of students. As coming to in-
struction, demonstration, design, evaluation and form of teaching related to

subject course of general education, it should be managed correctly. Con-
struction of principal subject course must accommodate and facilitate stu-
dents’ perspective broadening and interdisciplinary knowledge. A process of
study and mechanism of interdisciplinary synthesis of case subject course
demonstrates us that absorbing all subject courses with the concept of gen-
eral education is an effective path to solve issue on “separating general edu-
cation and main education in different segment”.

CONCLUSION
Any successful implementation of general education does not only de-

pend on institutional design, but also require improvement of education
method. Eventually, the final purpose of general education is to set students

free from perspective limitation of overload and exaggerate-based education
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and obtain capacity to self-liberate. Clearly speaking, it is hard to achieve
such purpose through traditional mode of teaching. Contrastingly, otherwise,
it can only be achieved by two-ways communications and communication
exchange between students and educators in various circumstances. To achieve
“spiritually personal development”, students should provide knowledge and
wisdom through their daily life experience. Internet as one of technological

tools for education, particularly a massive development of MOOCs (Massive
Open Online Course), has highly contributed and offered a wide opportunity
for universities to achieve high-quality general education. In this case, general
education should focus on comprehensive application from a diverse teach-
ing method in future, such as discussion, experience, online learning. An
integration of general education and subject based-education cannot be solved
in short period of time, but it requires periodical phase to establish general
education having Indonesian characteristic.

RECOMMENDATION
As stated in the research’s findings and analysis above, some following

suggestions may be as a further consideration:

1. General education should be one of priorities in the next future curricu-
lum development, since university can exercise student character building
through general education.

2. General education should be taught by a lecturer having suitably educa-
tional background.

3. General education can be turned as university’s identity and superiority.
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